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Control of volume holograms
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The mismatch in the number of degrees of freedom supported by volume holograms and the boundary fields
that control them limits the dynamic range of recorded holograms. For holograms controlled by using fractal
sampling grids, the maximum dynamic range falls inversely with the minimum number of exposures needed to
record the hologram, the rank of the hologram. In adaptive holography, feedback between coupled holograms
prevents the dynamic range from decreasing faster than the fundamental limit. If the control problem is over-
come, the maximum dynamic range that a hologram can support falls inversely with the square root of the
rank. In principle, holograms in which the dynamic range falls inversely with the square root of the rank can
be recorded by using cross-spectrally coherent polychromatic pulses.

1. INTRODUCTION

Volume holography is of interest for optical data storage,",2
artificial neural processing,3 7 parallel optical interconnec-
tions,8 9 and the active control of cavities. Interest arises
because the number of degrees of freedom that may be
stored in a volume is large and because holographic con-
trol methods permit the parallel dynamic updating of these
degrees of freedom. In this paper we analyze the capa-
bilities and limitations of holographic control methods. A
hologram is a three-dimensional (3-D) function describ-
ing the optical properties of a volume. The hologram can
be described in the spatial domain by a vector describing
the state of all the resolution elements, or voxels. The
hologram can also be described in the spatial-frequency
domain by a vector describing the state of all the resolvable
Fourier components, or gratings. Holograms are difficult
to control because there is no way to reach into a material
volume and change one voxel without affecting other vox-
els. This paper addresses the static problem of specifying
the final state of a volume perturbation and the dynamic
problem of adaptively programming the state of a volume.

Nonholographic methods for programming the state of a
volume include layered growth and multiphoton recording.
Layered growth can be accomplished by conventional pho-
tolithography or by photopolymer micromachining.' In
multiphoton recording, control signals consist of beams at
different wavelengths that cross in only one voxel or focus-
ing beams that exceed critical intensity in only one voxel."
From a control perspective, the difference between holo-
graphic control and other techniques is that in holographic
systems there is no one-to-one relationship between the
state of a specific control signal and the state of a specific
voxel. Holographic control signals are fields on the bound-
ary of the volume. The state of a voxel is a function of the
fields generated in it over time. The relationship between
the final states of the voxels and the control signals is
specified by a global transformation in space and in time.

To drive the voxels to some desired state, one must invert
this transformation to find the appropriate control signals.
While the analysis of holographic systems is more complex,
holographic control is easier to implement and adapt than
layered growth and is less material and source dependent
than critical control.

Holographic control is complementary to optical tomog-
raphy. Tomographic imaging is achieved by measuring
signals scattered from a discrete sequence of probe
fields.'2 To a first approximation, holographic control is
achieved by inverting this process and recording the inter-
ference between the desired signals and a set of reference
fields. In practice, a number of problems unique to the
control problem arise. The effects of sequential expo-
sures on a holographic volume are not independent, as in-
formation obtained by different tomographic probes is.
The main coupling mechanism between information re-
corded in different exposures is response saturation. Less
fundamental problems include cross gratings between
signal fields, dynamic wave mixing, and geometric con-
straints on the material response. In this paper we con-
sider fundamental and materials-specific constraints on
holographic control of volume media. Our goals are to
derive fundamental constraints on the information storage
and processing capabilities of volume holograms and to
discover control techniques and materials that most nearly
approach optimal capabilities.

We focus on the holographic control system sketched in
Fig. 1. The system consists of a photosensitive volume, a
pair of two-dimensional (2-D) spatial light modulators
(SLM's), and passive optical elements. The recorded holo-
gram is a photo-driven perturbation of the optical proper-
ties of the volume. We represent this perturbation as
A(r, t). In general, A(r, t) is a complex-valued tensor func-
tion of the frequency of the probing field. The evolution
of the perturbation is determined by the fields on the
SLM's and the properties of the recording medium. The
fields generated in the volume by the SLM's are E (r, t)
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Fig. 1. System for recording a volume hologram.

and E2 (r, t). Our goal is to select E,(r, t) and E2 (r, t) such
that A(r, t) is driven to a desired state. Since E 1 (r, t) and
E2(r, t) are determined by 2-D devices, they lack sufficient
degrees of freedom to control A(r, t) instantaneously. As-
suming that the fields vary discretely in time, we define
the minimum number of time steps, or exposures, neces-
sary to create A(r, t) to be the rank R of the hologram. If
N1 and N2 are the numbers of resolvable spatial degrees of
freedom in E1(r, t) and E2 (r, t), respectively, and Ng is the
number of spatial degrees of freedom in A(r, t), equating
the control and controlled degrees of freedom implies that

R> Ng (1)
N + N2

We assume that A(r, t) can assume any state consistent
with the total dynamic range of the holographic medium.
The number of degrees of freedom in A(r, t), Ng, is equal
to the number of independent voxels or, equivalently, the
number of independent gratings needed to describe it.
No matter how A(r, t) is controlled, if the gratings that
describe it are statistically independent, then the maxi-
mum expected value of the amplitude of an individual
grating is Ao/\/N, 5 where Ao is the maximum amplitude
the material supports in a single-grating hologram. Sub-
stituting for Ng from Eq. (1), we find that, at best, the am-
plitude of the recorded gratings falls inversely with \/.
As we show below, this optimal limit is elusive in practice.
The more natural result for holographic control techniques
is for the mean grating amplitude to fall inversely with
R.'3"4 However, it is possible to obtain a result closer to
the information theoretic limit by choosing a nonlocal
recording medium or by using polychromatic recording
techniques. In the remainder of this section, we overview
the characteristics of holographic materials and summa-
rize our results for each material class and control
technique.

Common holographic materials may be grouped into
three classes:

1. Materials in which the holographic effect is due to
changes in dopants. This class includes a number of
photo-organics, such as a-diketones and dyes in organic
matrices,15 6 and organic and inorganic photochromics.
The supporting matrix is relatively inert in holographic
processes in these materials.

2. Materials in which the holographic effect is due to
interactions between dopants and the supporting matrix.
This class includes photorefractive crystals, photopoly-
mers, and gelatins. In photorefractives the effect is based
on reversible charge transport.' 7 The effect in photopoly-

mers and gelatins is due to irreversible photo-driven bond
formation."'

3. Pure materials with weak interactions. Liquid
crystals that may be reoriented by optical or optically
driven thermal effects are an example for this class.1920

The interaction must be weak if the hologram is to be
thicker than a few wavelengths.

Holographic effects may be further differentiated into
local and nonlocal, reversible and irreversible, latent and
nonlatent, and linear and nonlinear phenomena. Effects
for which the holographic perturbation at a given point is
a function only of the energy absorbed at that point are
local. Materials in classes 1 and 3 are generally local.
Holograms are reversible if the unperturbed material has
lower energy and entropy than the holographically per-
turbed material. Examples of both reversible and irre-
versible behavior exist in all three classes of material. A
latent effect is a perturbation that does not couple its
recording signals. An effect is linear if the perturbation
is proportional to the recording intensity. While truly
latent and linear media are not available, the concept of
such a material is useful in analyzing holographic control.

To a first approximation, the dynamics of holographic
recording in most materials can be modeled either by
monotonic irreversible growth toward saturation or as ex-
ponential growth toward saturation and exponential re-
laxation back to the unperturbed state. Irreversible
saturable behavior is observed when permanent photo-
chemical changes are made, as in silver halide films and
photo-driven polymerizations. Reversible exponentially
decaying behavior is observed when photochemicals are
pumped into unstable states, as in cis-trans isomeriza-
tion, or into unstable thermal and orientational states, as
in liquid crystals or when photo-generated charge is redis-
tributed in the supporting lattice in photorefractives.

Two levels of difficulty are encountered in controlling
volume holograms. In the simplest case, we know the
perturbation that we wish to record. We are not inter-
ested in the dynamics of the recording process as long as
the final state of the recorded hologram matches our tar-
get. This case corresponds, for example, to the fabrica-
tion of volume holographic optical elements and read-only
memories. Monochromatic methods for recording target
holograms are the subject of Section 2. We simplify our
analysis by assuming that the control fields are confined
to fractal sampling grids that ensure that the control pa-
rameters that address a given grating in A(r, t) are unique.
Under these conditions our analysis confirms the result
that the dynamic range of A(r, t) is inverse in R for both
irreversible and reversible media. However, in nonlocal
reversible media the loss in dynamic range that is due to
increasing R can be alleviated a factor in the ratio of the
real and imaginary parts of the response times. Such
media can behave as though there were an asymmetry in
the recording and erasing response times. Assuming that
this asymmetry is large, it may be possible to approach the
information theoretic limit for the dynamic range in these
media. The second level of difficulty in holographic con-
trol arises when the desired hologram is unknown or when
we wish to constrain the dynamic states of A(r, t) rather
than simply specify its final state. Adaptive holographic
systems such as optical neural networks and dynamically
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the control signals on the wave normal
surface.

controlled cavities are examples of this case. The control
of adaptive holograms is discussed in Section 3. In gen-
eral, an adaptive system will lose dynamic range faster
than the 1hR falloff of targeted systems. However, feed-
back between adaptive holograms can maintain the dy-
namic range at the level of targeted systems. In both
Sections 2 and 3 we limit ourselves to monochromatic con-
trol. Polychromatic control allows the fields E~ amd E2 to
support instantaneously as many degrees of freedom as
A(r, t). In Section 4 we find that, while cross-spectrally in-
coherent polychromatic control achieves no better dynamic
range than sequential control, cross-spectrally coherent
ultrahigh-speed control may allow us to record holograms
at the information theoretic limit of the dynamic range.

2. TARGETED RECORDING

Given a target for A(r, t) at time t = To, our goal is to find
El(r,t) and E2 (r, t) such that the target hologram is re-
corded with maximal amplitude. We analyze this problem
for latent linear media and for media in which the pertur-
bation is proportional to the modulation depth of the ex-
posing energy. We then show that our results apply to
simple models of both irreversible and reversible holog-
raphy. For the reasons discussed below, we assume that
the spatial spectrum of the control fields is constrained by
fractal sampling grids.

A. Recording Geometry
A medium is linear if the holographic perturbation is pro-
portional to the recording energy. Neglecting the low-
spatial-frequency components, in a linear medium

dA(r, t) A 0[E E2* + E* E2]

dt Eo
(2)

whereEo andAo are constants. It is simpler to analyze this
equation in Fourier space. Given a finite recording me-
dium, A(r, t) is represented by the discrete Fourier series

A(r, t) = EAAn(t)exp(jKn r), (3)
n

where K. = (27rn,/Lx)2 + (21rn,/L,)9 + (27Tn,/L)2; n,
n,, and n, are integers; and Lx, Ly, and L_ are the extents
of the holographic volume along the corresponding axes.
Since the control fields are specified by 2-D spatial bound-
ary conditions, their Fourier representations are 2-D for
monochromatic fields. In Fig. 1 the control fields are
specified by the two SLM's. If the SLM's are pixellated,
E, and E2 consist of discrete sums over the modes excited
by individual pixels. We assume that the pixels are ar-
ranged so that they excite modes corresponding to discrete
plane waves with wave vectors spaced uniformly on the
wave normal surface. This assumption implies that there
is curvature in the rectilinear layout of the pixels on the
SLM's. As sketched in Fig. 1, the central axis of the fields
incident from each SLM forms an angle 0 with respect to
the z axis. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the compo-
nents of E~ and E2 on the wave-normal surface. The spac-
ing in the plane of the central axes is A0 , and the spacing
normal to this plane is AO. E and E2 are

N112 N2/2

El(r, t) = E >. %nn2(t)exp(-jwot)
nl=-N/2 n2=-N212

X exp(jknll,, 2 r),

N112 N2/2

E2 (r, t) = n E n1 n(t)exp(-jwot)
nl=-N112 n2=-N2 /2

X exp(jkn2,n 2 r),

where

knln2 -ko {[cos(0) - no sin(0)]2

+ [sin(0) + n 0 cos(0)]2 + n2A1 sin(0)9},

knin2 -ko{[cos(0) - nA0 sin(0)]2

+ [sin(0) + n 0 cos(0)]2 + n2A,6 sin(0)9}.

We assume that (Nl1\A)2
, (N2 A) 2

<< 1.
In Fourier space Eq. (2) becomes

d = E (t) W 2X

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where we have reduced it to scalar form by assuming that
El and E2 are of the same polarization and that n1 ' and
n2' are such that

(9)

where i denotes the x, y, or z component. Equation (8)
describes the dynamics of the Fourier coefficients corre-
sponding to Kn primarily along the positive x axis; the
coefficients for Kn along the negative x axis are found by
conjugating. The range of n for which dAn/dt is nonzero
is limited by the range of ni and n2. Inequalities (6) and
(7) yield

knn2 -knlf 2 ' = k{(n, + n')Ao sin 02 + [2 sin 0

+ (n - n')Ae cos 0]2 + (n2 - n2 ')AO sin OS}. (10)

The number of distinct values of kn 2 - knl'n2' corre-
sponds to the number of different triplets (n, - n'

- n2 n + n1 '). Assuming that the range of n1 and n1'
is [-N,/2,N,/2] and that the range of n2 and n2 ' is
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[-N 2 /2, N2/2], there are (N + 1)2(2N2 + 1) such triplets.
Because we regard the gratings corresponding to Kn and
-Kn as equivalent, however, the triplets (nI - n n2 - n2'
ni + n') and (nl' - n,n 2 ' - n2 ,-n - n) are not con-
sidered different. The number of different triplets is
therefore approximately N1

2N2. Each triplet corresponds
to a distinct component An if

AO sin 0 - (11)
L

A 0 os 0-, (12)
L

A,6 sin 0 A- (13)
LY

These constraints combined with those following in-
equality (7) imply that the number of distinct Fourier
components of the perturbation that can be controlled by
this system is much less than L,(1/L 2 + 1/L. 2 )' sin 0/A3,
or, assuming that Lx = Ly = L, and V = LXLyLZ,

V.
N1

2N 2 << Ag sin 0. (14)

When expressions (11)-(13) apply, the sum over n in
Eq. (8) can be dropped because specifying n uniquely de-
termines n and n (n1 and n' correspond to propaga-
tion directions in the plane of the optical axes of the SLM's.
The uniqueness of n, and n1 ' for a given grating is due to
Bragg selectivity for rotations in this plane.) The sum
over n2 must be maintained, however, because different
values of n2 and n2' may correspond to the same value of ny.
(Degeneracy in n2 and n2' is due to the degeneracy of the
Bragg condition for rotations about the grating wave vec-
tor.) Equation (8) can be rewritten as

dA,. 4Ao [ 2 (nl n2(t)%21, n2*(t) , (15)dt Eo n2--N 2 /2

where n = (n + n2 )/2, n1' = (n - n)/2, and n2'=
n2 - n. If the hologram is controlled by discrete expo-
sures, then %n1 ,,, 2(t) and 'nin2'(t) may be replaced by the
piecewise constant functions

'gn,02(t) nll,,,2(i) for >tj < t < tj,
j<i j:-i

= n.,,2(i) for >Itj < t < tj.
j<i jri

In this case the solution to Eq. (15) is

Ne N212 At
An. = . Cnn2 (j)(%n, 2i*() + An(O),

i-1 n2 --N2 /2 Eo

Our purpose in recording A(r) is to perform transforma-
tions between the input and the output fields. The input
fields correspond to probes generated on SLM2 in Fig. 1,
and the output fields correspond to diffracted signals in
the plane conjugate to SLM1. A geometry for monitoring
transformations between the input and the output fields is
shown in Fig. 3. Each frequency component of the holo-
gram, An, is a grating that can connect a point at the
input plane with a point at the output. Assuming that the
monitoring fields do not substantially change the holo-
gram, the transformations implemented by this system
are linear. A linear transformation from a Di discrete
component input space to a Do discrete component output
space may be represented by a Do X Di matrix. The
transformation is arbitrary if each component of the ma-
trix is independent. Just as the 2N1 N2 degrees of free-
dom available on the SLM's for controlling the hologram
are insufficient, the N1

2 N 2 degrees of freedom in the vol-
ume are N2/2 times fewer than the number needed to im-
plement arbitrary linear transforms between the fields on
SLM2 and the fields incident upon the detector array con-
jugate to SLM1. An arbitrary linear transformation is
possible only if some of the degrees of freedom available
on the SLM's are not used. Sampling patterns that con-
strain the pixels active at the input SLM and the output
detector array such that arbitrary linear transformations
are possible have been developed. 21 22 These patterns
are referred to as fractal sampling grids because they
constrain the input and the output fields to fractal
dimensions.

The simplest types of fractal grid restrict the product of
the number of nodes active at the input, Di, and the num-
ber of nodes active at the output, Do, to fewer than N1

2N2.
Fractal grids for which this product is greater than N1

2N2
have also been developed, but transformations imple-
mented on them, while potentially useful, are not arbitrary
in the sense described above. For all Di and Do such that
DiDo ' N1

2N2, sampling grids can be found such that ar-
bitrary linear transformations from one grid to the next
are possible. We call grids of this type nondegenerate
fractal grids. Although the focus of this paper is the for-
mation rather than the reconstruction of volume holo-
grams, nondegenerate fractal grids are of interest to us
because only one pair of control and reconstruction fields
is Bragg matched to each component An when such grids
are used.

B. Linear and Saturable Media
The control fields generated on the two SLM's are formed
on a single pair of nondegenerate fractal grids. A nonde-
generate fractal grid limits the dependence of a given A.

(18)

where t is the exposure time for the ith exposure and Ne is
the number of exposures made. The rank R of a hologram
is the minimum Ne needed to drive the components An to
the target state. Since there are only 2N1 N2 degrees of
freedom in the control fields in each exposure, R must be
at least N,/2 if all N1

2N2 components An are to be indepen-
dently specified. In this section we describe the methods
for specifying An in at most N exposures.

62 OUTPUT
PLANE

Fig. 3. System for constructing and monitoring holographic lin-
ear transformations.
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on the control fields to the product of exactly one pair of
coefficients All n2and cnl n2. In other words, the sum over
n2 in Eq. (18) is reduced to only one value of n2. If we map
the Do Fourier coefficients nl ,n2 and the Di coefficients

Alln2 onto vectors 1%1) and I)2) and we map the Di X Do
controlled Fourier coefficients An onto a matrix W,
Eq. (18) may be expressed as

Ne A otiI
W = I 1(i))(a2(i) + W(O).

j= Eo
(19)

Given a matrix W, we can find orthonormal bases Ju)}

and {n)}, using, for example, singular-value decomposi-
tion such that

R'

w = F> E/Punn)(vnj, (20)
n=1

where R' is the rank of W, 13n is a positive real number,
and F is a positive real scaling factor.23 Including F allows
us to require that

R'

E>Pn = 1.
n=1

(21)

where we assume that W(0) = 0. For a single exposure,
the W of Eq. (22) is proportional to the modulation depth
of the recording intensity. To find the amplitude of W,
we cast Eq. (22) in the form of Eq. (20) and find the maxi-
mum value of F (and therefore the maximum diffraction
efficiency). The recording vectors I91(n)) and %2(n)) can
be expanded in basis vectors of the input and the output
spaces, lUn) and IVn). These expansions are

R

I% (n)) =I n' 

R

Ic(n)) =.2W nn~' (23)

The problem of selecting %n1 n2(t) and tn1n2 (t) corresponds
to selecting snn, and rn, such that W is recorded with
maximal E2 Substituting Eqs. (23) into Eq. (22) yields

N, R R tn Snn'rnn-*I U.')(Vn"*I
W=Ao E E t-W-r-- |u) vn*,R

n=1 n Et[(rmm'
2 + ISmm,12)]

m ml

(24)

F is used below as a measure of the amplitude of W. ( 2 is
a measure of the diffraction efficiency of the hologram.)
Since the number of outer products needed to specify W is
at least R' the minimum value of N, with the particular
fractal grids selected is R. The rank of a hologram re-
corded by using fractal grids is the minimum of R' over all
the possible grid patterns. For a fixed set of nondegener-
ate fractal grids, the rank R of a hologram is equal to the
rank R' of the linear transformation between the input
grid and the output grid that the hologram represents.
The maximum value of R is equal to the lesser of Di and
Do. The minimum value of Di or Do when DiDo = N2N2

is N1. Thus the minimum rank for a hologram with N1
2 N2

independent degrees of freedom is N1. Since any holo-
gram could be recorded by using grids with Do = N 1N2
and Di = N 1, N1 is also the maximum rank for a hologram.
In practice, more interesting fractal grids are often used,
in which case the effective rank may be higher. A holo-
gram of rank R with one set of fractal grids may have a
different rank on grids of another dimension. For ex-
ample, even though the maximum rank when Di = Do =
N 1VNl is NN1\/, the outer products between N, pairs of
patterns on these grids will probably have a lower rank
than the corresponding hologram recorded by using grids
with Di = N 1 and Do = N 1N2 if Ne < N. In most of the
analysis in this paper R is the rank R' of the matrix W
corresponding to given input and output grids rather than
the global minimum of Ne with respect to all the pos-
sible grids.

In a linear medium there is no cost to making multiple
exposures. This is not the case when we include satura-
tion in our model. Saturation effects in many media can
be accounted for by assuming that W is proportional to the
modulation depth of the recording energy. Equation (19)
is then

N,

Ao ti =1 l(i)) ( 2(i)

Operating on Eq. (20) with the basis
Iv) yields

(uIW v') = FP$.

Operating on Eq. (24) with the basis
Iv,) yields

vectors Iu,) and

(25)

vectors ju,) and

N, t"S, . *
(uP W vP) = Ao N R

=1 E Et[(jrmm 2 + ISmmI2)]
m ml

Equating Eqs. (25) and (26), we find that

N, t
/31 = Ao> N R

n=1 E Et[(|rmm'j 2 + Smmy|2)]
m ml

Sum over p, and Eq. (27) becomes

N R

I, tmSmmt rum'

F = Ao Ne=1 m=1
E tm[(jrmm,12 + SmmI2)]
m m'

(26)

(27)

(28)

We know by the triangle inequality that F is maximal when
smm' = rmm'. A solution for suitable recording vectors is
rmm = mm = mm', where 8mm' is the Kronecker delta
function. Assuming that ramm = smm',

r = A2. (29)

Thus, when the hologram is recorded with maximal r,

W = R'n~un)(vnI,

2 n=1
(30)

*, (az) wnere we nave assuneu n111at Ln i prUpUrlilUiia LIU Pn.
The diffraction efficiency, i.e., the ratio of the diffracted

intensity to the undiffracted intensity, when a pattern Io)

Ne

E tj[(% ' (j1 ) % 1(p)) + (W2(i,) 2(i))]
i'=l
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on the input plane reconstructs the hologram is

M- (IW W I ) = r2E 3 21(62 1 v,)
I 0) 0 (I )

at almost all values of r by making t, small enough that (Q)
does not approach 1. Let Tj be such that

(31)

Assuming that lop) has no component in the null space of
W, 1o) can be decomposed as Jq') = 2's,,v,,) so that

N,

ET = 1,
i=1

(38)

and let t = tori. (Q) is less than 1 if
R

Ao2
E13n 21Sn 12

71p - 4 R

E |SnI 2

(39)to < N,

E Ti[(% (i) =1(i)) + (%2(i) 1%2(i)>]
i=l

-qp is maximal when sm = 1, where 83
m is the largest singu-

lar value of W. Our purpose in using a volume rather than
a thin medium is to store as many different associations as
possible. We are not typically interested in holograms in
which one singular value is much larger than the others.
Assuming that all ,,n are approximately equal and applying
the normalization condition that ln,1n = 1, we find that
when IVnn is active on the input plane the diffraction effi-
ciency is

1 A 2 A 
4 4R 2 (33)

To summarize, we have found that it is possible to store
arbitrary matrices W in materials in which the response
is described by Eq. (22) but that the diffraction efficiency
of the corresponding hologram scales inversely with the
square of the rank. We now relate Eq. (22) to the holo-
graphic response of real materials.

C. Irreversible Materials
In irreversible materials the perturbation is linearly pro-
portional to the exposing energy density up to some satu-
ration exposure Eo. This response is described by

dA(r,t) _AO/EOIEi(r,t) + E2 (r,t)12 for Al < AO
dt o otherwise

(34)

If we form the hologram with discrete exposures,

A 0 N,

A(r, N,) = - ti Ei(r, i) + E2(r, i)I2, (35)
Eo j-1

where t is the exposure time for the ith exposure and we
require that

N,

Ei|E(r,i) + E2 (r, i)12

Q =l ' 1 (36)Eo

for most r. Assuming that the phases of the various
Fourier components are uncorrelated, as will tend to be
the case if the new information content in each exposure
is high, the mean and the variance of Q can both be taken
to be equal to

N,

(Q ti= [(1 (j)I I(i)) + (g2(i)Ig2(i))]
( = i- - (37)

Using this inequality and Eq. (35), we find that

N,

E TEi|E(r, i) + E 2 (r, i)J2

A(r, Ne) Ao N, i=

E Ti[(c.S (i) Ice (i)) + ( 2(i) 1%2i)>
i=l 2i)

(40)

Transforming relation (40) to look at the Fourier compo-
nents described by W, we find that the hologram is de-
scribed by Eq. (22). This means that the perturbation in
a hologram recorded in optimal fashion in an irreversible
saturable material is proportional to the modulation depth
of the recording energy and therefore that the results
derived above [e.g., Eq. (30)] apply.

D. Reversible Materials
In an irreversible material different exposures affect one
another only in the sense that they must share the same
overall dynamic range. The situation is more complex for
reversible materials, in which each new exposure tends to
erase previous ones. Photorefractive crystals are the most
fully characterized example in this class. Ignoring for the
moment beam-coupling effects and scattering, we see that
a band transport analysis of photorefractive hologram for-
mation yields an equation describing the recording of the
Fourier components An of A(r, t).17'24 Since the effect is
based on charge transport, the photorefractive effect is
nonlocal. The Fourier-domain dynamic equation for this
case is

dA,. A% 1 1 ""(t)%Yl,,2 *(t) _.AX (41)

where a and AO are complex-valued constants and

,g = [ (t) ce (t)) + (2 (t) 2(t))] (42)

[Equation (41) is based on an assumption of low modula-
tion depth and no wave mixing.] In matrix form Eq. (41)
becomes

dW AoI 1,l(t)) (%2(t)I _ W(t) 

dt a 'r(t) (43)

Assuming discrete exposures, the solution to Eq. (43) is

N, exp [- 2 t/T(n') {1 - exp[-tn /T(n)]}
W(Ne) = A02 1'

We can ensure that A(r, N,) does not approach saturation

(32)
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To record a given matrix we select tn/T(n) such that

R

W(R) = A, y> A,,l(n))( 2(n)I, (45)
n=l

where An is a real-valued weighting factor and y is a positive
scaling constant. An are selected to be consistent with
Eq. (20). We use y to characterize the amplitude of W. If
we assume that a is real and that

tl
= -log(1 - X), (46)

'T(1)

where X is a real constant between 0 and 1, then the ap-
propriate exposure time for n > 1 is5' 14'25

A1 11 + X Aii

i=2

(47)

where Ii = [(% (i) I (i)) + ( 2(i) %2(i))]. Substituting
Eq. (47) into Eq. (44) and comparing Eq. (44) with
Eq. (45), we find that

xY = N,

AlIl + XEAiIi
i=2

(48)

nential factors of fn in T(n' # n), 0(a) results only in a
phase shift. (The purpose of 6n is to negate this phase
shift.) Since 0(a) increases the rate at which the pertur-
bation grows but does not change the rate at which it
decays, we expect that a finite-valued 8(a) will yield a
greater value in y than that obtained for real a. To evalu-
ate the effect of a complex-valued a, we estimate t for
large n. Numerical results provide some guidance. Fig-
ure 4 is a plot of 91[tn/T(n)] versus n for various values of
g,(a)/91(a). An is assumed to be a constant for the cases
shown. As is shown in the figure, all the curves tend to
approach asymptotically the curve found for the case
9(a) = 0. The asymptotic result becomes approximately
valid when K{t/T(n)] << 1. As we saw in Eq. (47), the
solution for t when 0(a) = 0 is

A111+ z ii

i=2

(52)

For these values for tn,

tn' A1 1 =2
I 9 _ =logn, n+1 T~n')A111+ xI iAI1

i=2

(53)

for this exposure schedule. In the optimal case, X = 1,
and Eq. (44) reduces to Eq. (22).

While no closed-form solution for t/r(n) exists when a
is complex, it is still possible to develop a discrete exposure
procedure that records the desired matrix. Let

exp(jf)exp - tn/T(n')] {1 - exp[-tn/r(n)]}
r ~~~~n'>n

= [(6 l(n) I g l(n)) + ( 2(n) I 2(n))]

(49)

Substituting these values for t into Eq. (49), we find that

A=exp(jen,) fp i t,' ii
En= In eP n>n [T(n)]

AII + X (AiIi5 41-exp[-tn/T(n))

i=2

I 
0

0A

en is the global phase difference between El and E 2 for the
nth exposure. With this notation Eq. (44) becomes

N,
W = Ao 7 fn 1(n))(% 2(n) I.

n-1

1 O-'.e

(50)

To store the desired matrix we must find n,, and tn such
that Eq. (50) is equal to Eq. (45) or, equivalently, fn = yAn.
As above, y characterizes the amplitude of the recorded
matrix. Given arbitrary t and 1, t and En may be dis-
covered by using a recursive process based on the require-
ment that

fAll Anl

fn An

At

Mt

At

i o-2.0

1 
0

-3O

(51)

Separating the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (51) yields
two transcendental equations that can be solved numeri-
cally for t+l and 4n+.

The imaginary component of a, 9,(a), affects the ampli-
tude of fn through T(n). A finite value for a(a) increases
the rate at which 1 - exp[-tn/(n)]l grows. In the expo-

10 100 1000 10000

NUMBER OF EXPOSURES

Fig. 4. Plot of 91[tn/T(n)] versus exposure number. Plots are
shown for values of R(a)/91(a) from 0 to 1000. The data were
calculated by using a numerical solution to Eq. (51).
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Note that

t = exp{-aJ tan 1Lata) 1a+ [9(a)] 2}1/2

n
A11, + xL Ai 1i

X log i=2

A1 I1 + xE AilI
i-2 J

and that, for n »> R(a)/91(a), Itnl/r (n) I « 1.
{1 - exp[-tn/i-(n)]} t/T(n), and

f f (a) 2 1/2 X,
fni _ 1 yrnN,

{ 91(a)]} A I + X5 AI
i-2

In this

(55)

case,

(56)

= ~(a) A111 + X>LA~I~
e (a) log i + tan1[3( J. (57)

R~) A111 + x2,k~I, L(a)
i=2

Since IfnJ is proportional to An, Eq. (52) represents an
asymptotic solution for t for large n. This asymptotic so-
lution allows us to calculate y for complex a:

Y +[12}1/ X (58)

i=2

Comparing relation (58) with Eq. (48), we see that the ef-
fect of a complex-valued time constant is to increase the
amplitude of the recorded hologram by the factor {1 +
[g(a)/91(a)]2}1/2. Since both Eq. (48) and relation (58)
scale with the modulation depth of the exposing energy,
we see that the analysis leading to Eq. (30) applies to ma-
terials with an exponential response.

A complex a corresponds to an overdriven exponentially
damped system. Damped harmonic responses of this sort
have been observed in several photorefractive crystals.
The effect is enhanced by applying a strong dc electric
field across the crystal during recording. Under the as-
sumption that such a field is applied, the amplitude of

g(a)/91(a) can be as large as

0((Cg)~ Y =1 /7~2- ey,teL1/2!,(9

where yr is the carrier-trap recombination rate, e is the
static permittivity, e is the electron charge, and ,u is the
carrier mobility.26 This ratio can be as large as 50-100 in
highly polar materials such as BaTiO3 and Sr0.6Ba0.4 Nb206
(SBN). Experimental evidence of large values of 8(a)/
91(a) is presented in Ref. 27. If g-(a)/91(a) approaches R,
then it is possible to use the full dynamic range in a
multiply exposed hologram.

E. Practical Implications

Experiments using the schedule of Eq. (47) to record se-
quences of exposures have been reported.2 5 30 We have
recorded more than 100 exposures in a SBN sample with
this technique. In our experiments the recording inten-
sity was 32 mW/cm2 for all the exposures. The character-

istic response time T at this intensity was 37.5 s. Each
exposure recorded a single grating between plane-wave
signal and reference beams. The same reference was
used for all the exposures. New signal beams were gener-
ating by shifting the angle of incidence for the signal
plane wave. The intensity of the reference beam was
10 times greater than the intensity of the signal beams,
and the saturation diffraction efficiency for a single grat-
ing was approximately 10-1. The SBN sample was 2 mm
thick. We continuously monitored the diffraction effi-
ciency of all the recorded gratings, using the phase conju-
gate of the reference beam. The experimental apparatus
was identical to the system described in Ref. 30. The dif-
fracted signals were focused onto a CCD camera to yield a
spot of light corresponding to each grating. The power in
each spot was proportional to the diffraction efficiency of
the corresponding grating. Figure 5 is a photograph of
the video signal from the CCD when 111 gratings were
recorded. The variance in diffracted power is -20% of
the mean for these gratings. Figure 6 is a log-log plot of
the relative diffraction efficiency per grating versus the
number of exposures for the sequence of exposures shown
in Fig. 5. The slope of the least-mean-squares fit to the
data points in Fig. 6 is -2.2. In these experiments all the
exposure times were calculated a priori from Eq. (47), and
no attempt was made to adjust exposure times to ensure
uniformity. Given the uncertainty in our knowledge of To
more uniform results can be obtained by using monitoring
techniques to adjust exposure times. This approach was
taken by Mok et al., who recorded more than 1000 expo-

Fig. 5. Photograph of light diffracted from each of 111 gratings
recorded in sequence. Each spot corresponds to the signal dif-
fracted by a single grating.
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Fig. 6. Relative diffraction efficiency per grating versus the
number of exposures for the data of Fig. 5.

sures in LiNbO3 with impressive uniformity.2 8'29 The
basic falloff of the mean diffraction efficiency with the
square of the number of exposures is also confirmed in
the results of Mok et al.

At 1-,um resolution, N 1 is 104 /cm of aperture. Since the
maximum rank is approximately Nl, a 1-cm3 hologram
formed of -10,000 exposures would be nearing its maxi-
mum information capacity. Even without taking advan-
tage of complex time constants, the state of the art is not
far off this pace. By using materials with greater sensi-
tivity than LiNbO3 , one may expect 10,000-exposure holo-
grams to be created soon. If qTmin is the minimal acceptable
diffraction efficiency when f3,, = 1/R, then the number of
exposures that can be recorded and detected is Ao/Vmi,,
or {1 + [91(a)/c(a)]2}l/2A/2V-2n. Under the assumption
that Tlmin 10-4, Ao/

2
?lmin has been shown to reach 103 in

BaTiO3.31 Even more promising results have been ob-
tained in photo-organics.3 2 Further increases in the dy-
namic range available in multiply exposed holograms by
enhancing complex recording time constants are relatively
unexplored but may be expected to lift the number of rea-
sonable exposures above the limit of 10,000.

Several of the assumptions that we have made have im-
portant consequences. The principal assumptions were
as follows:

1. That the control fields are limited to a single
matched pair of nondegenerate fractal grids during the
entire exposure sequence. This assumption limits the
generality of our results because cases exist in which the
rank of the recorded hologram may be reduced either by
using unrestricted 2-D images or by changing the dimen-
sion of the fractal grids from one exposure to the next.
We make the assumption in spite of this because practical
factors, especially the difficulty of inverting Eq. (18) to
find appropriate control fields and the difficulty of main-
taining sufficient phase coherence between different con-

trol pixels that simultaneously address the same grating,
lead us to believe that fractal control is necessary in real-
istic systems when R is large. (There are some cases in
which transformations between degenerate fractal grids
are desirable, but in most such cases the relative phases of
degenerate recording beams would not be controlled, and
the rank would therefore not be reduced.)

2. That cross gratings between different plane-wave
components of El or E2 can be ignored. In some mate-
rials, such as diffusion-driven photorefractive crystals,
the significance of cross gratings is limited by the fact
that the response of the material is weak at low spatial
frequencies. In the more general case this assumption
tends to be valid because cross gratings build incoherently
from one exposure to the next. Fields (eigenvectors) that
diffract strongly off W will not tend to have high diffrac-
tion efficiencies from the cross gratings. A problem may
arise if there is gain for diffraction off cross gratings, as
in materials with strong scattering. The best hope for
these materials is probably to use adaptive feedback to
suppress scattering, leading to an effective increase in
the rank.

3. That wave-mixing effects can be ignored. This as-
sumption may be approached in several ways. First, al-
though strong wave-mixing effects are often observed,
they may be suppressed by controlling polarization, spa-
tial stability, or diffraction efficiency. In multiply ex-
posed holograms, in which the diffraction efficiency for
any one exposure is small, the wave-mixing effects are of-
ten not strong. Second, wave mixing may sometimes be
accounted for without fundamental changes in the expos-
ing process. For example, wave mixing sometimes pro-
duces changes in the structure of the recording fields but
not in the rank or the exposure schedule. This occurs
when the saturation dynamics of hologram formation re-
main essentially exponential.3 3 The third and most chal-
lenging approach is to use wave-mixing effects to advance
holographic control. While it cannot reduce the fun-
damental rank of a hologram, wave mixing might provide
a means for increasing the effective dynamic range in
high-rank holograms. For example, it might be possible
to use beams generated internally to sustain previously
recorded information as new information is stored. Fully
analyzing this approach is exceedingly difficult. While
the results presented in this section show that if nonlinear
effects are suppressed a volume hologram is a controllable
system, these results do not preclude the possibility that
accentuating nonlinearities might lead to better control
techniques.

3. ADAPTIVE HOLOGRAMS

In this section we consider the effect of adaptive recording
schemes on holographic control and discuss copying tech-
niques for adaptive holograms. In adaptive holography W
and N, are not known a priori. New exposing patterns
are selected by a training algorithm based on the current
states of W and the input and the output fields. In some
applications, such as the recognition of patterns drawn
from a fixed set, the training algorithm converges in a fi-
nite number of exposures to a permanent state. In other
applications, such as the adaptive control of dynamic sys-
tems, the training algorithm requires an indefinite num-
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ber of exposures. In either case, the fact that Ne is not
known in advance renders irreversible holographic media
unsuitable because, as we saw in expression (39), we must
know N, to calculate the optimal exposure times. We do
not need to know N, in advance to calculate exposure times
for reversible media, however, as we saw in Eq. (47). We
assume for the rest of this section that we are dealing
with reversible media.

Let F, as defined in Eq. (28), represent the amplitude of
the corresponding hologram. The effect of many adap-
tive exposures on r depends on the details of the training
algorithm implemented. There are, however, a few points
that can be made without considering the details. First,
even if N, >> R there exist cases in which F does not scale
inversely with N, or R. A trivial example of this occurs
when the sequence of exposures involves repetitive cycling
through the basis vectors, i.e., when JV(n)) = lu,,') and
l 2(n)) = Iv,,'), where n' = (n mod R) + 1. In this case 
is again AO/2. The importance of this example is that it
shows that the amplitude of the recorded hologram can
remain finite even in holograms recorded with large num-
bers of exposures. The perceptron is an example of a
learning algorithm for which one might expect this sort of
behavior.5 "4 3 6 In perceptron learning, associated pairs
of input-output training vectors are assumed to represent
or to be close to pseudoeigenvectors. A second general
comment is that there are cases in which F does scale in-
versely with N, even when N > R. Calculating the effect
of many exposures on F is difficult because all the expo-
sures control the same set of gratings (Fourier compo-
nents An). The growth of the amplitude of a given
grating depends on whether the contributions to that
grating from one exposure to the next add in phase. By
unfortunate selection of a training algorithm it is possible
to record W with arbitrarily small r1 One example that
allows us to isolate the effects that are due to incoherent
addition of grating amplitudes and those that are due to
unlucky selection of recording vectors occurs if we assume
that each exposure records exactly one grating. The ex-
posing fields for this case consist of one plane wave from
the input field and one plane wave from the training field.
This approach allows us to specify independently the rela-
tive value of each component in W. Let the eigenvectors
1 00) and vn) represent the plane-wave components of the
output and the input fields. The desired amplitude for
the 0ith component of W is

Wij= , n4i ) (. I Vj) (60)

If we record the components wij sequentially,
yields

then Eq. (22)

Do Di

Ao 2 E wnns |S~n ) (n, 
;- n-1 n'=1l 61

Do Di (61)
E E 2wmm,

where we assume that the relative phases of J(,n) and (vnl
are appropriately adjusted for each exposure. For this
matrix,

r = A, Do Di

2,
m=1 m'=1

A, Do D, r -1Z Pln(si|U.)|(VnJ|j)J
2 m=1 m'=1 n=1

Using the identities

Do

Z ko,')4(on'l = I,
n'l1

Di

E Vn') (Vn' = ,
n'=1

(62)

(63)

(64)

we can show that

Do

(n SPn') (Cn' |Un) = 1 X

Di

E (n I Vn') (n' I V.) = 1
n'

(65)

for all n. In view of this, we estimate l(Pi I un)l and l(vn I Vj)
as 1/\/; and 1//b, respectively. Then

A _ A,
2Vb'__o~ 2VN-

(66)

This example shows that when completely uncorrelated
exposures are recorded the dynamic range can be reduced
by a factor as large as N,112. This factor is in addition
to the R` factor from the normalization of n. This
phenomenon was demonstrated for rank 1 holograms in
Ref. 30, where a periodic refreshing technique to elimi-
nate the NJ-112 factor is described.

One can compensate for decreases in r caused by adap-
tive recording by periodically refreshing the hologram.
Three techniques are of interest. First, when the current
value of r becomes unacceptably small we might interrupt
the adaptive recording process, probe the hologram to de-
termine W, decompose W to determine the optimal
recording sequence, and copy W back onto the original
material with maximal 1E While this approach permits
adaptive recording with maximal dynamic range, it is too
tedious to be of use in continuously adapting systems. A
second approach is to use a fixed simple algorithm to re-
store the dynamic range of W periodically. In this case no
care is taken to determine the optimal exposure sequence
for refreshing W, thus greatly reducing the time and com-
putation required per recording cycle. As an example of
this approach, we consider periodic copying of holograms
from one volume to another and back again. A sketch of
a system for doing this is shown in Fig. 7. In the simplest
case the adaptive hologram, H1, is probed sequentially by
N different plane waves. For fractal patterns with N1
inputs and N 2 outputs, these plane waves represent the ba-
sis vectors for the input space vn). The plane wave Iv,) is
diffracted into a 2-D output image that is the correspond-
ing basis vector for the output space lu,). The matrix that
describes the recorded hologram is

R

W = ro E ,,lun)(vnl (67)
n=1
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We would like to calculate how the amplitude of the
recorded hologram may be increased by copying Wo from
H1 to hologram H2 and then H2 back onto H1. We call
the value of F for the hologram that is eventually formed
in H1 r,. Let the amplitude of the probing field be C.
Diffracting the plane wave Clvp) off H1 yields a diffracted
field

1%2) = CWOIv,) = Cro 3lu,). (68)

If we interfere IV) with Ivp) at the second hologram and
use an exposure schedule that weights all N, exposures
equally, then the hologram recorded in H2 after all N,
plane waves have probed H1 is described by

R

CAoro E P I U.) (Vn1
-1lwc=, R

N1 + C2 F02 E p,.2

R
= r, > 1IU,,)(V,,I -

The maximum value for r, is

F. = A (70)

which occurs when

C = - (71)

Note that r, is independent of ro. Reversing our method
to copy back from H2 to H1 yields a refreshed hologram
described by the same W, in H1. The maximum ampli-
tude of W, is again r,. The minimum value of r, occurs
when /3,n = 1 for some n (and /3n, = 0 for n' =# n). This
case, which corresponds to a rank 1 hologram that we
copied in N, exposures, yields r, = A0 /2VN&I. This re-
sult means that at worst we can limit the decay in r that
is due to adaptive recording to 1/\VN<. For holograms of
high rank the maximum of r, is more likely. The maxi-
mum occurs when En,,2 1/R, in which case

= 2 ( ) (72)

For holograms of rank R = N the maximum value of F is
preserved indefinitely by this periodic refreshing tech-
nique. Of course, if fractal grids with Do, Di > N are
used for the input and the output fields, the rank for these
grids may exceed N1 , and the copying technique may actu-
ally increase F above the maximum that could be obtained
with the training grids.

A major problem with the copying technique arises
when one considers the decay of stored holograms during
the probing process. Because the diffraction efficiency
must be less than 1, the probe intensity incident upon H1
is greater than the intensity available at H2 to record the
copied hologram. If the energy required to erase H1 is
comparable with the energy required to record H2, then
the asymmetry in the power available means that H1 will
be erased faster than H2 will be recorded and it will not
be possible to improve the amplitude of the hologram by
copying. This problem might be overcome by using an
asymmetry in the write-erase time constants, as occurs
when the time constant is complex, by providing optical
gain between H1 and H2 or by using fixing techniques, as
was done previously for H2.3` It might also be overcome
by using real-time feedback between H1 and H2 to stabi-
lize the hologram recorded in both materials. This ap-
proach is our third refreshment technique.

Figure 8 is a sketch of a system for stabilizing r in an
adaptively recorded hologram, using real-time feedback.
The idea behind this system is to use nonlinear feedback
through the hologram to find the eigenmodes of the reso-
nator formed by phase-conjugate mirrors (PCM's) 2 at
the input and 3 at the output.3 7 These eigenmodes would
correspond to the optimal recording vectors lu,,) and v,).
For this system to work the PCM's must exhibit gain and
mode competition so that one and only one associated pair
lu,,) and lv,,) oscillates. There must also be a mechanism,
such as seeding through the training planes, to force the
system to hop from one mode to the next. If these condi-
tions are met, the system will tend to cycle through lu,,)
and Iv,,) and continuously record W optimally, indepen-
dently of the training vectors. While real-time feedback
systems are clearly interesting for holographic control, a
detailed and realistic analysis of what would happen in
this system when the actual dynamics and nonlinearities
of the PCM's are accounted for is beyond the scope of this
paper. In Section 4 we discuss a related feedback system
that is both easier to analyze and better suited to the task
of linear holographic control.

RESONATOR TO
MAINTAIN u n>TRAINING

AND
SEEDING
PLANE

RESONATOR TO FIND
/ lVn>

, . PCM3

INPUT
PLANE PCM 2

HOLOGRAM
OUTPUT
PLANE

Fig. 8. System for maintaining adaptively recorded holograms,
using continuous feedback.

REFERENCE
BEAMS FOR

/ ,H1

INPUT
AND
PROBE
PLANE

Fig. 7. System for periodically refre
holograms.
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4. POLYCHROMATIC RECORDING
METHODS

High-rank holograms may be controlled in a single expo-
sure by using polychromatic light. Since the number of
degrees of freedom in a single wavelength component of
the polychromatic field cannot exceed 2N1N2 , at least
N1 /2 distinct wavelengths are needed in order to control
an arbitrary hologram. In this section we show that a
hologram recorded in N, monochromatic exposures can be
recorded in one exposure by using signals carried on Ne
independent wavelengths. Polychromatic control is po-
tentially superior to monochromatic control because co-
herence between different wavelength components can
yield greater modulation depth and thus better dynamic
range in the perturbation.

Consider the system of Fig. 1. Under polychromatic con-
trol, the fields incident from SLM1 and SLM2 must have
independent spectral content at each spatial frequency.
Letting El(r, t) and E2 (r, t) represent these fields, as be-
fore, we represent the components of E1 and E2 at the nth
wavelength as Eln(r, t)exp(-jco,,t) and E2 n(r, t)exp(-jcont)
so that

N,

El(r,t) = E1ln(r, t)exp(-jwt) ,
n-1

N,

E2 (r, t) = E E2n(r, t)exp(-jcont). (73)
n-2

SLM1 and SLM2 must be replaced by devices capable of
independently controlling all NN 2 degrees of freedom in
each of the N, independent components of E1 and E2 .
The straightforward approach to controlling this large set
of variables is to use 2N, distinct SLM's, each illuminated
by a different wavelength, to generate El,, and E2 n. Since
we would like N, to be in the range 103_104, however, this
approach is not practical. A second approach would be to
replace SLM1 and SLM2 with volume holograms H and
H2. As we saw above, a volume hologram can store N,
independent N1 x N2 images. In the monochromatic case
different images are reconstructed at different probe
angles. Under polychromatic illumination different im-
ages can be reconstructed at the same incidence angle by
different colors. A Fourier-space diagram of this process
is shown in Fig. 9. As long as the separation between
wavelengths is greater than -kA2/L, the gratings that dif-
fract different wavelengths are independent. We assume
that H and H2 diffract probe-signal frequency COn into
Eln and E2 ,,. Assuming that H and H2 can be con-
structed, the field in the holographic volume when the
stored images are simultaneously reconstructed by a poly-
chromatic plane wave containing all N, recording wave-
lengths is El(r, t) + E2 (r, t). Because all the degrees of
freedom of a hologram can be controlled in a single expo-
sure under polychromatic control, there is no need to de-
velop exposure schedules, and the distinction between
reversible and irreversible materials outlined in Section 2
is unimportant. For both types of material the perturba-
tion is proportional to the exposing intensity. We model
the perturbation as

If T >> (co,, - Co,,')' for all n' # n, then contributions to
A(r) owing to interference between fields at different
wavelengths vanish, and

A0 T N,A(r) = > E Eln(r) + E2n(r)(27
EO n=1

where we assume that the recording images are constant
in time. This equation is the same as Eq. (35) except that
n now corresponds to the nth wavelength rather than to
the nth exposure. Solving for T allows us to show that
A(r) is described by relation (40) with the proviso that T,, is
constant. This means that hologram formation using N,
independently controlled wavelengths with no contribu-
tion from interference between different wavelengths
yields exactly the perturbation described by Eq. (22) and
that, in particular, the dependence of the amplitude of the
perturbation on the holographic rank is exactly the same
as for the control using multiple exposures. No advantage
in dynamic range is obtained for polychromatic control in
this case.

In Sections 2 and 3 we used W to characterize the per-
turbation A(r). This matrix was associated with the frac-
tal grids used to control it. Although we do not use
fractal grids under polychromatic control, it is still useful
to map the Fourier components An onto a matrix W to
compare the amplitude of polychromatically controlled
holograms with the amplitude of the same perturbation
under monochromatic control. As above, the amplitude of
W is described by E We now show that an increase in F
can be obtained if the integration time is short enough
that interference can occur between different wave-
lengths. The simplest means for decreasing the effective
integration time is to pulse the recording fields. We as-
sume therefore that

El(r, t) = f(t)El.(r)X

E2.(rt) = fE2nJr) (76)

where

f(t) = >p(t - nt,)
-1l

X2
27C

(77)

Grating
Wave vectors

Used

27c

1
27c- -

-. 3

(74) Fig. 9. Reconstruction of multiple independent images, using a
unidirectional polychromatic probe.

4 0
4

- - - <
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(75)

AO T

A(r, T) = E, fo jEl(rt) + E2(r, t)l 2dt.
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andp(t) is a short pulsing function of width t8. Repetitive
pulsing avoids the need for high-power exposing fields.
This pulsing differs from the monochromatic multiple ex-
posures because the control fields do not change from one
exposure to the next. Suppose that the frequencies of the
recording fields are uniformly spaced such that

space. Since the amplitude and the phase of the reference
are fixed, the relative phase and amplitude of the grating
correspond to the phase and the amplitude of the signal
field. The signal fields in this case correspond to Fourier
components of E2 (r, t). The Fourier decomposition of
E 2(r, t) is

(On = Coo + nAw. (78)

Substituting Eq. (78) into Eq. (74), we find that

A0 N, N,
A(r, T) = - E [Eln(r) + E2n(r)]

Eo -1l n'=l

* [Eln*(r) + E2n*(r)]
AT

X J~ exp[-j(n - n)Act~j f(t) 12dt. (79)

If t > T >> Aco-1, then If(t)12 is constant and Eq. (79) re-
duces to Eq. (75). If, however, NAwt << 1, then

A TtD N, 2
A(r,T) = E E(r) + E2,(r)Eotr ,=l

(80)

We have implicitly assumed that oo t > 1 in using the
time-averaged form of the optical intensity. To avoid
saturation we pick T so that the exposing energy does not
exceed Eo, which is equivalent to requiring that IA(r, T)l '
Aol. Assuming that the 2NNlN 2 control signals are un-
correlated, this implies that

T < Et 1 (81)
E (lEl ,(r)1 2 ) + (E 2n(r) 2

)

n=l

where (IE ,n(r) 2) is the spatial average of IE in(r) 2. Using
this value for T, we find that

N, 2
E Eln(r) + E2n(r)

A(r,T) = Ao N, - (82)

E (IEl,,(r) 1
2) + (E 2 n,(r) 12)

n=l

Equation (82) is the analog of relation (40) for the cross-
spectrally coherent polychromatic case.

Equation (82) describes a 3-D perturbation with ampli-
tude proportional to modulation depth. The modulation
depth is maximal when one of the control fields, say,
El (r, t), consists of a single strong reference beam. We
may assume, for example, that

El(r, t) = 'rf(t)exp[j(k, r - art)].

N, N112 N2/2

E2(r, t) = > E tnln2f(t)exp(-jot)
n=l nl=-Nl/2 n2=-N2/2

X exp(jkn'n2 r),

where, after Eq. (7),

knnn2 == con/EI{[cos() - nlAA sin(O)]2

(84)

+ [sin(O) + nA 0 cos(O)]x + n 2A, sin(O)S}. (85)

Substituting relation (85) into Eq. (82) and ignoring cross
gratings, we find that

An = A, N, N1/2 N212
It 112 + E E%2 l2

n=l nl=-NI/2 n2=-N2/2

where pi, P2 , and p are such that

Kn = kr -k2Pp

IAnl is maximal when

N, N1/2 N2/2

2 = E E E l,,-nN,/2
n=1 nl=-Nll2 n2=-N2/2

(86)

(87)

(88)

in which case

1A. = Ao N, N112 N2/2

2(E E- E I
\n=l nl=-Nll2 n2=-N2/2

(89)
1/2

l<nln2)

The expectation value (IAnl 2) averaged over n, is Ao2/4Ng,
where Ng is the number of gratings that we wish to control
in A(r). N is the number of control amplitudes nn2l that
are nonzero. For a full-rank hologram, Ng = NNlN 2 .
Recall that An corresponds to a component, wij, of a trans-
formation matrix for monochromatic fields, W. To calcu-
late a value of F that allows us to compare polychromatic
control with monochromatic control, we assume that W is

Ne co
C

(83)

We then pick E2(r, t) so that Eq. (82) yields the desired
perturbation. It is possible to find an appropriate E2(r, t)
for recording the 3-D structure of A(r) in this situation
because we are using interference between fields with
propagation vectors on different wave normal surfaces.
A sketch of the wave-normal space for recording with a
single reference is shown in Fig. 10. (The frequencies of
pulsed plane waves are not well defined. Figure 10 shows
the center wave vectors of the corresponding plane waves.)
A grating with wave vector Kg is controlled by the inter-
ference pattern formed by the reference and the signal
field separated from the reference by Kg in the 3-D control

C(o

SIGNAL
BEAMS

REFERENCE
BEAM

Fig. 10. 3-D wave-normal shell for polychromatically controlled
volume holograms.
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PROBE SIGNALS
AND CONTROL
INPUTS X

PULSE

SIGNALS

TEMPORALLY AND SPATIALLY% MODULATED OUTPUT
1n: SIGNALS

VOLUME
HOLOGRAM

\ TIME- AND SPACE-- PULSED SOURCE
V DOMAIN HOLOGRAM PUSDORC

Fig. 11. System for periodically refreshing volume holograms,
using polychromatic light.

the representation of A(r) with minimal rank. Using the
plane-wave vectors J'pi) and Iv) defined above in Eq. (60)
and the general form for W given in Eq. (20), we find that

Wij =U. B(OiIa) ( I V)*(0= ~~~~~~~) (90)
n-1

Squaring and summing over the input and the output
spaces, we find that

Do Di Do Di R R
E E Wjl 2= r E E E z ln2n(o I SOi)

i-1 j-1 i-1 j1 n'-1 n-1

X (i U.) (0 I Vj) (V I VO ). (91)

Applying Eqs. (63) and (64) yields

R

(IWijl2) = r 2 n . (92)
DiDo

We now assume that Ng is equal to the number of compo-
nents in W, DiDo, and that n-1, 2 1hR. Requiring
that (IwJI2) = (An12 ), we find that

r, = Ao, VWR(93)
2

for a cross-spectrally coherent, polychromatically con-
trolled hologram. Comparing Eq. (93) with Eq. (29), we
see that the effect of polychromatic control is to increase
the amplitude of the recorded hologram by \/. The
mean diffraction efficiency shows a corresponding in-
crease by the factor R.

While strong advantages may be obtained through cross-
spectrally coherent polychromatic control, the practical
aspects of implementing it are daunting. In assuming
that InCnn2f and Inin2 l address distinct gratings, we have
implicitly assumed that

Ik 2 - k '2' > L (94)

where we assume that L = L = L= L. This constraint
implies that

7rotAc >- (95)
k 0L

1 L
4 <<~tt} Ne < L (96)

NwAhr Ncoi

where c is the speed of light in the holographic material.

Assuming that Ne = 100 and L = 1 cm, we find that

ta << 10-13 s. (97)

One method of limiting t to this range would be to use a
holographic medium that is excited in a two-step process.
If the hologram were sensitized by a short pulse during
recording with the signals of Eq. (82), then the integration
time could be suitably limited. An alternative approach
that is not material dependent is to assume that the re-
cording signals themselves are riding on such a pulse. An
approach to generating such coded pulses is shown in
Fig. 11, which is a variation on the real-time feedback sys-
tem considered in Section 3. In this system a volume
hologram is recorded by using the sequential monochro-
matic exposures as derived in previous sections. Periodi-
cally the volume is probed by a short pulse. Since the
pulse can simultaneously Bragg match all the gratings in
the volume, the field into which it diffracts is 3-D and con-
tains all the information stored in the volume. By phase
conjugating the diffracted field and the pulse, it is possible
to copy the volume back onto itself in a single exposure.
The phase conjugation of the temporally and spatially
modulated diffracted field would occur in a spectrally sen-
sitive material, such as those used for time and space
holography.3 8 While a number of challenges, such as the
need to achieve gain in the phase-conjugated fields, lie in
the path to demonstrating this technique, the potential re-
wards for generating high spatial and temporal bandwidth
fields make the pursuit worthwhile.

5. CONCLUSION

While the inverse scaling of diffraction efficiency with
rank squared when the perturbation is inversely propor-
tional to the total exposing energy applies to two impor-
tant classes of hologram, those with saturable responses
and those with exponential responses, this relationship
does not ultimately dim the potential of volume holographic
systems. The dynamic range of holographic perturbations
is ultimately limited by the number of active sites per
voxel, which for doped materials is likely to be on the scale
of 106-109. This limit is so far in excess of the 103-105
range that one might expect for R that the problem of
overcoming the R 2 loss in diffraction efficiency consists
simply of finding a sufficiently sensitive material. As
mentioned at the end of Section 2, such materials are al-
ready available if one is willing to accept a value for 7

lmin of
10-4. 77min in this case is readily detectable but not par-
ticularly energy efficient. However, there is no reason to
expect that the materials cited in Section 2 are optimal.
In fact, the prospects for materials with improved sensi-
tivity are, in our opinion, quite good. In particular, tech-
niques for enhancing the complex response time in certain
photorefractive holograms are promising methods for in-
creasing the effective sensitivity for high-rank holograms.

It is important to emphasize that the limit that we
have derived on the dynamic range of multiply exposed
holograms pertains to the rank of the hologram and not to
the actual number of exposures used to record it. Cases
abound, particularly in adaptive holography, in which the
number of exposures greatly exceeds the rank without
overloading the dynamic range. This is not to say that
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such cases are the norm, however. As described in Sec-
tion 3, several options exist for maintaining the dynamic
range of adaptively recorded holograms such that arbi-
trarily many exposures may be recorded. These tech-
niques are of particular importance when one considers
that the one truly unique aspect of volume holograms is
the ability of these holograms continuously and fundamen-
tally to alter the data or interconnections that they store.

While high-speed holography has a fairly substantial
following, interactions between polychromatic signals and
volume holograms for the purpose of performing transfor-
mations between spatial and temporal spectra is a rela-
tively unexplored area. In Section 4 of this paper we
described a strong motivating factor for using polychro-
matic light for holographic control, namely, that the dy-
namic range of the controlled hologram might be increased
by the factor \/7. This is not, however, the only potential
advantage to such systems. The temporal signals that
would be created by the system shown in Fig. 11 may in
fact be more interesting and useful than the volume holo-
gram itself.

APPENDIX A: NOTATION

The notation used in this paper is defined as follows:

a, Materials- and geometry-specific factor in the charac-
teristic response time for reversible holograms.
3,n, Normalized singular value for the nth constituent

outer product of W.
F, F0, , Positive real scaling factors for W, WO, and Wc
when these matrices are written in normalized singular-
value decomposed form. F is used to measure the ampli-
tude of W.
7, Positive real measure of the amplitude of a hologram
recorded in a reversible medium.
,yr, Carrier-trap recombination rate in a photorefrac-
tive crystal.
AO, A 6, Spacing between incidence angles in the plane of
the optic axes and normal to the optic axes of the plane-
wave components of the control fields.
5ij, Kronecker delta function.
E, Static permittivity.
0, Angle between the optic axes of the SLM's and the
z axis.
A, Center wavelength of the optical fields.
An, Weighting factor for the nth exposure. For holograms
recorded with basis vectors, An is proportional to 3,n.
,u, Carrier mobility in a photorefractive.
6n, Global phase difference between El and E2 during the
nth exposure.
r,, Dimensionless scaling constant for the ith expo-
sure time.
r(n), Characteristic time constant during the nth exposure.
Jvn), 1°n), Vectors describing single plane-wave components
of 1%1) and 1%2).

p, Angle between the wave vector of a control-field plane-
wave component and the plane containing the optic axes.
X, Fraction of saturation to which the first exposure in a
sequence is recorded.
Iql), Vector describing an arbitrary input field.
Aco, Spacing between frequencies of a polychromatic field.
coo, Carrier frequency for the optical fields.

con, Frequency of the nth spectral component of a poly-
chromatic field.
AO, Saturation amplitude of A(r, t).
A(r, t), Holographically controlled volume perturbation.
An, Amplitude of a Fourier component of A(r, t).
C, Amplitude of the probing field for coping holograms.
c, Speed of light in the holographic material.
Di, Do, Number of pixels active on the input and output
SLM's. For nondegenerate fractal grids, DiDo ' N1

2N2.
Eo, Saturation exposing energy flux.
E 1(r, t), E2 (r, t), Optical control fields generated on SLM1
and SLM2 or by H1 and H2.
Eln(r,t),E 2 n,(r,t), Components of E1 and E2 at fre-
quency (On-
n1jn2' 'n1n2' Amplitudes of the spatial Fourier components

of E1 and E2 -

niln2, Amplitude of a spatial and temporal Fourier compo-
nent of E2 in the polychromatic case.
%,, Amplitude of the reference for polychromatic recording.
Icz1), I2), Vectors with components %nn21 nn2'
1%1(n)), j. 2(n)), Iz') and 1%2) during the nth exposure.
e, Electron charge.
f(t), Repetitive pulsing function for polychromatic
recording.
fn, Weighting factor for the nth exposure in a material
with exponential response and complex a.
In, Spatial mean of the recording intensity during the
nth exposure.
Kn, Wave vector for the nth Fourier component of A(r, t).
k0, 2/A.
kn1 n2, knin2, Wave vectors for the Fourier components of El
and E2.
kn%2, Spatial wave vector for a Fourier component of E2 in
the polychromatic case.
kr, Spatial wave vector of the reference for polychromatic
recording.
LX, L, L, Spatial extents of the controlled volume along
the corresponding axes.
N1, Number of plane-wave components in each control field
along the AO direction for fixed 4.
N2, Number of plane-wave components in each control field
along the AO direction for fixed .
N,, Total number of exposures made in a recording se-
quence or, in the polychromatic case, total number of wave-
lengths used to record a hologram.
Ng, Total number of gratings controlled by a single refer-
ence polychromatic recording system.
n, Number vector describing the order of spatial
harmonics.
nln 2 , Indices on the ranges [-N 1 /2,N 1 /2] and [-N 2 /2,
N2/2].
p(t), Pulse of width t.
Q, Ratio of total exposure energy to Eo for saturable
materials.
R, Holographic rank, the minimum value of N, for a given
hologram.
R' Rank of W. It is shown that R' = R.
rnn, snn, Coefficients for expanding I1l(n)) and 1%2(n) in
terms of IUn') and ln')
T, Recording time for polychromatic holograms.
ts, Width of the impulse p(t).
tn, Exposure time for the nth exposure.
to, Total recording time for saturable holograms.
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tr, Pulse repetition period in f(t).
gu,,), v,,), Orthonormal basis vectors in the spaces spanned
by jIl) and 1%2).

W, Matrix with components An.
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